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From the Head
The term is rapidly reaching its end,
and we are all looking forward to the
final events next week to mark the end
of the school year. The staff have put in
a great deal of thought and hard work
to mark the end of another school year,
and what an unprecedented one it has
been. We all wish that we could be
enjoying the normal events and
celebrations together as a community at
this time.

Brilliant baking! Oliver M, Devita and Dhiya made some delicious treats for Mrs
Károlyi’s baking challenge.

Remote Learning – Pupil Work
Year 7 have produced such an exciting variety of responses to their Art photomontage
project. Here are pieces by Erik, Emily P and Leo.
Tapping into the political potential of the photomontage technique, Erik said the
following about his work: 'I wanted to do something around the Black Lives Matter
movement. I started with Martin Luther King as an activist against racism, followed
by American symbols of freedom, like the Statue of Liberty and the American flag. I
then added some of the recent American victims of violence – George Floyd and
Breonna Taylor – followed by the symbol of fight: the fist (symbol for BLM). In
addition, I included the crown art by Basquiat, as an influential artist who was fighting
for equality and highlighting racism'.
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I greatly enjoyed attending the virtual
Year 8 transition event this week and
am very grateful to Mr Harrison, Head
of Shell, who answered many of the
pupils’ astute questions about life and
expectations at King’s, and responded
to their concerns. I am very proud of
this group of children and know that
they will continue to flourish in the
coming years.
In this copy of The Week, you will find
further details on the end of term
arrangements, including Speech Day on
1st July, which will feature very special
speeches from our Heads of School, the
Dean of Canterbury Cathedral and the
Bishop of Dover.
The staff and I will continue to keep all
parents up to date with the plans for
September.
I wish you a safe, healthy and relaxing
summer holiday.
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On this Day…
In 1945, the United Nations Charter was
signed by 50 nations in San Francisco.

Where in Junior King's
is this?
Do you know where you might find this
on the school grounds?

Poem of the week
Talent – Carol Ann Duffy
This is the word tightrope. Now imagine
a man, inching across it in the space
between our thoughts. He holds our breath.
There is no word net.
You want him to fall, don't you?
I guessed as much; he teeters but succeeds.
The word applause is written all over him.

Weekly challenge
I hope you enjoy looking at this tapestry! Can you recognise the 11 different sites and
buildings around our school site?

OJKS
Achievements
This week, we celebrate two
OJKS pupils who have achieved
high honours at the King’s
School. We are very proud to
see old pupils Emily Onuh and
Abi Brooke achieve the
positions of Vice Captain of
School and Senior Scholar,
respectively, for the 2020-2021
academic year.

Year 6 Geography Quiz Results
All pupils in Year 6 have taken part in a Geography Quiz this week, reflecting back on
the things they have learnt this term, and the results were as follows:
6F
1st Treasure
2nd Olivia
3rd Joshua

6M
1 Hanshuo
2 Theo
3 Charlie

6P
1 Yewon
2 Lucas
3 Sean

The overall winner across the year group was Yewon with an amazing 54,753 points!
Well done to all pupils in Year 6 this term for their hard work in Geography lessons.
/Miss Scott-Kilvert
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Year 5 have been designing William Morris-inspired mugs. Here’s Chloe’s beautiful
pattern (below) and Grace’s stunning mug mock-up (left).

Remote Learning –
Pupil Work

Year 4 Limericks
Year 4 have been learning about
limericks this week and have tried their
hand at writing their own! You’ll find
them throughout this week’s edition.

There was once a young boy at school
He was definitely quite cool
When his phone does ring
It makes a loud DING
He answers and tries to look cool
By Henry

Sunny golden fruit for sunny golden
days. Gabrielle’s lemon cake looks
delicious!

Mrs De Wilde-Gray’s Year 6 French group have produced their ideal school timetables. Work here by Elena and Treasure.
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Goodbye Poem to Year 3

The Tree of Hope

Goodbye Year 3. I shall miss you very, very much.
You were fun and kind.
I will never want to leave you.
But when I do leave for Year 4 I shall never forget you.
My sunny classroom and funny teacher I will always remember.
My caring friends I will take with me but I will always remember what fun we had in Year 3.
I will always remember the fun and silliness we went through.
And now thinking of ending it is just so sad.
I will miss you Year 3.
By Serena (Year 3)

In my Tree of Hope,
Everyone is kind,
Everyone is caring, giving, loving,
In my Tree of Hope
We all speak our mind,
We all care, give and love.
And every single time we trust,
Which is essential, we really must,
A single apple grows and grows.
Until it turns the colour of a new, red rose.
And with this apple we all share,
We always do because we care.
Everyone is caring, giving, loving.
After that, the tree gives us air,
To help us breathe and say a prayer.
This air is so delicate, so pure.
Always there to reassure.
We breathe it in, we breathe it out,
To never have a single doubt.

Remote Learning

Everyone is caring, giving, loving.

(Continued)

Finally, the tree shows us love,
Like an elegant, swooping dove.
And with this love, we make it last,
Because we know; slow, not fast.
In my Tree of Hope,
Everyone is kind,
Everyone is caring, giving, loving,
In my Tree of Hope
We all speak our mind,
We all care, give and love.
By Sophia R (Year 6)
Reception have enjoyed a wealth of
“under the sea” themed activities this
week. Olivia learned about sea turtles
and used her imagination and creativity
to make her own turtle friend; Harriet
scuttled like a crab in a sea-themed PE
lesson; and Andrew and Savannah
conducted experiments to find
waterproof materials.
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Oliver C (Year 8) produced this piece from his own photograph for his abstract project in
Art. Great use of geometric lines and bright colours!

Remote Learning
(Continued)

I Come From…

There was once a boy from Sturry
Who was told never to worry or hurry
But he worried and worried
And hurried and hurried
Until he packed his bags and went to Surrey

I come from evergreen lands and sandy beaches
I come from sunny spells and dazzling afternoons
I come from singing birds and soaring kites
I come from roaring waterfalls and howling winds
I come from shooting stars, twinkling in the darkness
I come from mild winters and boiling summers
I come from universal love, burning in me and you
I come from bumpy roads that never will run smooth
I come from mountains high and steep
I come from twists and turns and crooked paths
I come from dangers never seen
I come from giggling faces of my dear friends
I come from rolling laughter of my siblings
I come from unshakeable faith in my future
I come from bright colours and fancy things
I come from my gadgets humming now and again
I come from tangled wires and broken keyboards
I come from my tattered suitcase that has been to so many countries
I come from my favourite comedies that make me feel alive
I come from strawberry flavoured ice cream
I come from hot chocolate buns and rolls and cupcakes
I come from dangerous gymnastic stunts
I come from ‘please, sit still’ and ‘please, behave yourself!’
I come from many many cells so vibrant and alive

By Oliver

I Come From…
I come from houses and farms
From the noises and barks
I am from the stables
The bright green colours in my grandma's cups
To the memories of me in my shirt
I wish those fields were still yellow
From wishes my dogs were still young
I am a rider, a jumper
I have a story to tell
I have many friends because of
The school I am at
Too many holidays in too much time
The fun and joy I have
The places I see and the joy I experience
I love everything, all the places I see

By Amina (Year 7)
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On the Beach of Beauty

The Class of Compassion

On the beach of beauty, I beheld
a sound of swift silent, soapy waves,
a dog dancing and dreaming in the sea
and a curious bird seeping through the mist.

In the class of compassion, I created
a beautiful big blue ball baffling along,
a school of scandalous whales, swimming,
a cerulean cautious caterpillar in a capacious cave
and an eagle-eyed egocentric elephant, enjoying the view.

On the beach of beauty, I beheld
a magical cloud colouring the blue,
a lily leaping and leaning from side to side
and a breath of the beloved wind warming my heart.

In the class of compassion, I created
a big-hearted bright sun smiling down on me,
a superior salmon, screaming sanctimoniously,
a careful content crocodile calmly clapping
and an eccentric eagle soaring away.

On the beach of beauty, I beheld
a glimmering gorgeous breath-taking moon,
a set of radiant, neon stars glaring bright, painting a picture in the sky
and the soft sleeping sad stones lying in peace.

In the class of compassion
everyone is smiling,
everyone is calm
and everyone is content.

On the beach of beauty, I beheld
a dazzling daisy devouring the sun,
a patch of luscious long green grass,
a wondrous butterfly whispering
and a small group of sunset coloured seashells making a pattern in the sand.

By Olaolu

By the Lake of Liberty

By Juliette

The Well of Wishes
In the well of wishes, I wandered
upon the stone staircase, stepping silently,
once reaching the top, breathing heavily
and heaving myself skyward.
In the well of wishes, I wondered
when will this end? Climbing and climbing
but then I slipped
and light is out of sight.

By the Lake of Liberty, I looked
and saw cheerful children chugging along,
lovely leaves listening to the singing wind
and blue birds building their nests.

Year 6 Amaze with
Alliteration
Mrs Pattinson’s Year 6 English
set have been working with
alliteration, seeing how they
can use it to create descriptive
poems.
Some amazing
alliteration apparent here.

In the well of wishes, I wandered
left and right
and I saw a distant door
desperate to be discovered

By the Lake of Liberty, I looked
and saw a blue ball bouncing,
a lively, laughing lady sitting on a bench
and a darling dalmatian playing with his toy.
By the Lake of Liberty, I looked
and saw an active ant lifting his weights of food,
a faithful fiancée on a picnic with her lover
and a bashful bunny running through the hedges.
By the Lake of Liberty, I looked
and saw a baffling boy having sunblock put on him,
a rapid runner jogging down the path
and dazed ducklings waddling with their parents.

In the well of wishes, I wandered
through the delicate door
and the beaming bright light blinded me
and the soothing breeze made me at ease.

By Abigail

By Joshua

Well done to Erik and Flavia, who were
this week’s winners in 7C’s Fun Friday
Form Time. They are the Kahoot quiz
champions and will be choosing the next
activity.

The Classroom of Curiosity
Year 2 had to find treasure in
maths this week. Juno worked
very hard to find hers!

Remote Learning
(Continued)
There was a boy from Sturry
Who was always in a hurry
He ran to the field
Where he found a shield
Then he fell into a pool of curry

In the classroom of curiosity, I created
a silly sloth slowly speeding
and a naughty nuthatch gnawing nervously
at the minute nut tree.
In the classroom of curiosity, I created
a wonderful wise wizard waving his wooden wand
and an energetic elephant eating enormous eels.
In the classroom of curiosity, I created a
yellow unicorn using a unicycle
and a kind kangaroo climbing King Peak quickly.
In the classroom of curiosity, I created a
clever cap maker wearing his cap curiously
and a furious fiery firefly flapping ferociously.

By Dhiya
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The Buzz with Barbara
Dear Friends,
This will be my final blog entry for the year. Thank you all so much for your messages
and photos over the term. I have loved receiving them! I have missed our adventures
together but look forward to seeing you all next term.
Bye for now! Love Barbara xoxo

Things to do over the summer holiday, by Barbara Bear:
1.

Make a daisy chain

2.

Plant some seeds and watch them grow

3.

Go on a minibeast spotting adventure

4.

Build a den and play inside it

5.

Run under a sprinkler

6.

Press flowers using paper towels and heavy books

7.

Decorate your fingers and put on a finger puppet show

8.

Make a fairy garden

9.

Write a postcard to a friend

10.

Read a book (lots of books!)

11.

Try a new food once a week. Maybe one from another country!

12.

Learn five different world flags

13.

Find 100 of something. Leaves, stones, pencils, sticks…

14.

Identify five trees while out on a walk

15.

Make a leaf or bark rubbing using crayons

16.

Relax and enjoy your well-deserved summer holiday
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Year 3 Bug Hotels

Year 3 have been
making amazing bug
hotels in Science. Fivestar establishments here
created
by
Hugo,
Santino, Isabelle S,
Mackenzie, Isabelle P,
Maël, Kayesha, Dylan,
Ariane, Darius, Devita,
Ella, Lewis, Freya,
Vivaan, William and
Miss Lillie.
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Handwriting competition
The results of the handwriting competition are in! After much deliberation over the many wonderful entries, the final results are as follows.

Middle School:
1st: Chloe
Joint 2nd: Madhu and Yewon
Highly Commended:
Hannah, Daniela, Romilly, Zadie, Sasha, Chikanyima, Honor, Jihan,
Tristan, George, Treasure, Isabelle, Elena, Giselle, Lottie, Victor,
Francesco, Asuka, Tony, Riichi

Upper School:
1st: Xiao Xiao
2nd: Flavia
3rd: Ruby J
Highly Commended:
Sage, Ruby L, Dana, Sam R, Immy, Mim, Daniel P, Darcey, Noah RC, Sabrina, Anthony, Philip, Tikhon, Emmie, Gus, Lucy, Liza, Kamil,
Kosi, Alan, Cynthia, Yolanda, Nikita, Alexandra O-N

Junior House:
1st: Kyle
2nd: Jingchen
Joint 3rd: Milo and Maël
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Lucky Pebble
Do you want to know why this pebble is
lucky?
I found it whilst camping, four hours away
And before we drove home,
I placed it right on the bumper.
I hoped it would stay.
And it did.

Through a rainstorm and traffic, through
many a mile,
My pebble held on.
When I hold it, I smile,
For it makes me remember
When we travelled so far and my pebble rode
all the way home
On the car.
/By Nikita (Year 8)
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The senior school's annual King's Week
event will be held virtually this year.
Further information can be found on the
Virtually King's Week website, or by
clicking on the images above, and a
schedule of the live events is included at
the end of this edition of The Week.
Please do take a look. There's lots on
offer and although it's not quite King's
Week as we know it, it's Virtually King's
Week!
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Happy Birthday!
We wish a very Happy Birthday to the following pupils and staff who have
their birthdays next week

29th June
Jingchen L
1st July
Achilles W
2nd July
Kaira B
We also wish a very Happy Birthday to all pupils and staff who have their
birthday over the Summer Holidays!

July: Molly J, Sage S, Mrs Roser, Ms Vleminckx, Samuel P,
Ruby J, Kasi O, Penelope J, Seongming H, Harry C, Philip C,
Cameron F, Mrs De Wilde-Gray, Josie M, Dhuya K-D, Mr
Frost, David I, Mrs Hopkins, Sophia R, Sam P, Edwyn M-E,
Esther T, Sophia s’J, Miss Cooke, Naeto U, Luke W-W,
Uliana E, Daniel K, Olivia R, Joanna W, Mr Smart
August: Lucas A-J, Daniela K, Alexander S, Lawrence S,
Hanya Z, Noah K, Devita K-D, Miss Scott-Kilvert, Anouk W,
Oliver D, Toby N, Joshua E, Mr Smith, Roman D, Alex J,
Zachary T, Adrian L, Kayesha K, Mrs Marais, Iris DH,
Charlie F-J, Darcey F-J, Mrs Sylvester, Lydia S, Ms French,
Olivia F, Miss Scott, Alexandra O-N, Ava I, Youmans F, Lily
R-B, Ayshia A, Tristan B, Conrad F, Sophia G
Answers to this week’s puzzles

There was a young bridegroom from Brussels
Who was showing his lady his muscles
When she said, ‘Oh my gosh!’
He said, ‘What's this tosh?’
And she ran from the room – what a kerfuffle!
By Pippa

Across: 5. Carol Service; 8. The Chronicle; 9. Mosaic; 10. Forest Park.
Crossword answers: Down: 1. St Nicholas; 2. Junior King’s; 3. Hockey; 4. Cross country; 6.
Speech Day; 7. Peter Pan Jr.
Where in Junior King's answer: On the main school building when entering from the quad area
outside Junior House.
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